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In the ﬁ  rst part of the article the style of miniatures in 
the three manuscripts is reconsidered, and this provides the 
basis to prove the Roman origin of the Milan Gregory and 
Vatican Job. The miniatures of the Sacra Parallela appear 
to be the work of a Palestinian artist who has most probably 
executed its vast cycle of illustrations in one of the Greek 
monasteries in Rome. The second part of the article con-
tains a review of the so-called abstract and expressive stylis-
tic tendency which dominated religious art of the Byzantine 
world in the ﬁ  rst half of the ninth century. 
The style of the miniatures in the three manuscripts and 
the origin of the Sacra Parallela has led scholars to express 
very contradictory opinions.2 This article has two aims: the 
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1 This article is based on my PhD thesis defended at the Department of Art 
History in Moscow State University in late 2002. Besides a stylistic ana-
lysis of the miniatures in the three manuscripts the dissertation embraces a 
study of the relationship between text and images in the Milan Homilies, an 
examination of the historical and cultural situation in the Christian world in 
the ﬁ  rst half of the ninth century and the role of the miniatures in the three 
manuscripts in the artistic production of the age etc.
I would like to express my warmest thanks to my dissertation advisor Profes-
sor O. Popova and Professor B. Fonkič for numerous consultations and valu-
able advice and to Professor V. Pace for reading the article and making helpful 
remarks on it. The improvement of the work and reﬁ  nement of the conclu-
sions became possible during my stay in Rome in November–December 2002 
undertaken thanks to the support of the Ecole française de Rome.
When speaking about the Byzantine world as given in the title I have in 
mind the territories which in that period lay within the sphere of the cultural 
inﬂ  uence of Byzantium.
2 In 1935 K. Weitzmann considered the miniatures in the three manuscripts 
to be the work of Italian artists. He remarked, however, that the Milan codex: 
“… ist vermutlich in einem anderen italianischen Zentrum entstanden, das 
der byzantinischen Kunst bereits ferner steht…” (K. Weitzmann, Die byz-
antinische Buchmalerei des 9. und 10. Jahrhunderts, Berlin 1935, reprinted: 
Wien 1996, 81). In the monograph published in 1943 A. Grabar pointed out 
that “Dans l’Ambros. 49–50 les deux traditions, grecque et orientale, ne sont 
donc, ni isolées l’une de l’autre … ni fondues ensemble … mais forment deux 
couches d’inﬂ  uences superposées, à la fois unies et distinctes” [A. Grabar, 
Les miniatures du Grégoire de Nazianze de l’Ambrosienne (Ambrosianus 
49–50), Paris 1943, 4]. He also pinpointed modes of composition, technique 
and some iconographic details characteristic of the Carolingian manuscripts. 
In the 1950s Weitzmann changed his mind about the origin of the Sacra Pa-
rallela [K. Weitzmann, Die Illustration der Septuaginta, Münchner Jahrbuch 
der bildenden Kunst 3–4 (1952–1953), 96–120]. In all subsequent publica-
tions he argued for its Palestinian origin and, in his fundamental work on it, 
attributed its remarkable cycle of miniatures to the monastery of St. Sabas 
near Jerusalem [K. Weitzmann, The Miniatures of the Sacra Parallela, Pa-
risinus Graecus 923 (Studies in Manuscript Illumination 8), Princeton 1979, 
23]. H. Belting, while sharing Weitzmann’s point of view about the Italian 
origin of the Milan and Vatican manuscripts and the Eastern one of the Paris 
ﬂ  orilegium, connected with the art of the Christian East not only the ﬁ  rst 
group of miniatures in the Vatican Job, as Weitzmann had in 1935 (idem, Die 
byzantinische Buchmalerei, 79), but also the third one (H. Belting, Studien 
zur beneventanischen Malerei, Wiesbaden 1968, 249). A. Grabar in his later 
study wrote that “la communauté de style et de technique nous oblige à sup-
poser une même origine, pour les trois codices, et il est impossible d’en at-
tribuer un à Palestine et les deux autres, à l’Italie” [A. Grabar, Les manuscrits 
grecs enluminés de provenance italienne (IXe–XIe siècles) (Bibliothèque des 
Cahiers archéologiques VIII), Paris 1972, 16]. Unlike Weitzmann Grabar 
compared the ﬁ  rst group of images in the Vatican Job to the Ottonian minia-
tures, and the other two to Byzantine posticonoclastic art. P. Huber suggested 
that the Sacra Parallela and the Book of Job were produced in the same ar-
tistic milieu, probably in the monastery of S. Saba in Rome, on the basis of 
Palestinian models. He perceived not only Palestinian but also Carolingian 
inﬂ  uence in the ﬁ  rst group of miniatures in the Vatican codex (P. Huber, Hiob, 
Dulder oder Rebell? Byzantinische Miniaturen zum Buch Hiob in Patmos, 
Rom, Venedig, Sinai, Jerusalem und Athos, Düsseldorf 1986, 93). The authors 
of the reviews on Weitzmann’s book [D. H. Wright, The School of Princeton 
and the Seventh Day of Creation. Review on K. Weitzmann, The Miniatures of 
the Sacra Parallela, University Publishing, 9, summer 1980, 7–8, and A.-M. 
Weyl Carr, Review on K. Weitzmann, The Miniatures of the Sacra Parallela, 
The Art Bulletin LXV/1 (1983), 147–151] tend to see in the Sacra Parallela 
a work of the metropolitan miniaturists of 787–815 and of the second half of 
the century respectively. C. Bertelli while pronouncedly claiming the Roman 
origin of the Vatican codex supposed it for two other manuscripts as well, as it 
is stated by the title of the chapter Libri greci a Roma (Storia dell’arte italiana 
5, Torino 1983, 82–83). A conclusion made by K. Corrigan about the produc-
tion of the Paris manuscript in Constantinople in the second half of the ninth 
century is not based on stylistic matters (K. Corrigan, Visual Polemics in the 
Ninth-Century Byzantine Psalters, Cambridge 1992, 110–111). L. Brubaker 
attributed it to the capital, on the basis of stylistic similarities that she had 
observed in the miniatures of the Sacra Parallela and in some images of the 
Paris Homilies of Gregory of Nazianzus (L. Brubaker, Vision and Meaning in 
Ninth-Сentury Byzantium. Image as Exegesis in the Homilies of Gregory of 
Nazianzus, Cambridge 1999, 25).
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ﬁ  rst is to analyse the stylistic features of the miniatures in each 
manuscript and on this basis make a new suggestion as to their 
origin; the second is to pinpoint those features which enable 
us to attribute them to a coherent stylistic group and to char-
acterize the tendency in 9th-century art represented by them. I 
believe that all three manuscripts were written and illuminated 
in the ﬁ  rst half or around the middle of the ninth century.3 
Fig. 1. Homilies of Gregory of Nazianzus (Biblioteca Ambrosiana, 
cod. E49-50inf). Pag. 276. David (in the medallion on the top), 
Joshua and Samuel (in the left margin), Solomon (at the foot
of the page) (photo: Biblioteca Ambrosiana)
Fig. 2. Homilies of Gregory of Nazianzus (Biblioteca Ambrosiana, 
cod. E49-50inf). Pag. 156. Gregory of Nazianzus pronouncing
an oration (fragment) (photo: Biblioteca Ambrosiana)
Fig. 3. S. Prassede. Apse arch. The 24 Elders of the Apocalypse 
(fragment)
3 This dating is corroborated by their paleography (G. Cavallo, Funzione 
e strutture della Maiuscula Greca tra i secoli VIII–XI, in: La paléogra-
phie grecque et byzantine. Colloque international du Centre national de 
la recherche scientiﬁ   que (1974), Paris 1977, 95–137; idem, La cultura 
italo-greca nella produzione libraria, in: idem, I Bizantini in Italia, Milano 
1982, 497–612). All the manuscripts are written in sloping uncial and we 
encounter in all of them a system of diacritical signs which is not fully de-
veloped. This system had taken shape in uncial script approximately by the 
860’s (though some exceptions exist). It was Professor B. Fonkič who drew 
my attention to this detail (B. L. Fonkich, Grecheskie rukopisi evropeĭskikh 
sobraniĭ, Moscow 1999, 13). Dr. A. Vinogradov pointed out the similarity 
of the uncial of the Milan codex to that of the palimpsest [Sreznevsky 72 
(24. 4. 25)] from the Library of the Academy of Sciences in Saint Peters-
burg, which dates back to the late eighth – early ninth century. 
The arguments proposed by J. Osborne in favour of the second half of the ninth 
century as the date for the Sacra Parallela do not seem totally convin  cing to 
me [J. Osborne, A Note on the Date of the Sacra Parallela (Parisinus Graecus 
923), Byzantion 51/1 (1981), 316–317]. J. Osborne noticed that Methodius, 
the bishop of Olympus in Lycia, is depicted on the fols. 131v and 325r with a 
tight-ﬁ  tting white hood very similar to that worn by his namesake Methodius, 
the patriarch of Constantinople, in the two mosaics of St. Sophia in Constan-
tinople dating to the second half of the ninth century. The scholar quotes C. 
Mango’s reasoning: “This distinctive headgear is in reality a bandage. It is 
alleged that during the iconoclast persecutions under the emperor Theophi-
los, Methodius’ jaws were broken and his teeth pulled out; thus maimed, the 
future Patriarch was obliged to wear a bandage round his head” [C. Mango, 
Materials for the Study of the Mosaics of St. Sophia at Istanbul (Dumbarton 
Oaks Studies VIII), Washington 1962, 52–53]. Firstly, the representations of 
Methodius in St. Sophia may not be the earliest ones. He may have been 7
The Milan codex is one of the two earliest surviving 
illustrated copies of the Homilies of Gregory of Nazianzus 
together with the famous Paris manuscript (Bibliothèque Na-
tionale de France, gr. 510),4 which both contain the full edi-
tion of Gregory’s texts.5 The large-scale format manuscript 
(435 × 305 mm) consists of two volumes (814 pages in total). 
It includes 171 miniatures; 78 were cut out, partly or entirely, 
before the manuscript was obtained in the early 17th century 
by the Biblioteca Ambrosiana.6 Most of the miniatures oc-
cupy the broad margins of the text. Almost all of them are 
set against the parchment, as the mode of illustration chosen 
by the miniaturist does not imply any locus in quo.7 Only the 
frontispiece and last miniature appear to be full-page images. 
The greater part of the miniatures in the Milan manuscript 
are medallions and single ﬁ  gures (Figure 1). Many images 
represent the prophets, apostles and church fathers whose 
writings Gregory cites in his Homilies. The images exist in 
the margins of the Milan codex quite independently as do the 
citations drawn from various sources in Gregory’s text.8 The 
compositional scheme most frequently found in the manu-
script represents Gregory of Nazianzus pronouncing an ora-
tion before his audience (Figure 2). Minor variations concern 
the place (the interior of a church with slight differences in its 
appearance or simply a vague background of parchment) and 
the group of attendants.9
The human ﬁ  gures may be of elongated or shortened 
proportions, and both may appear in the same scene. All the 
ﬁ  gures in this codex seem stark and motionless even when 
they are supposed to be moving. Movement has seemingly no 
time frame, it is depicted as being everlastingly performed. 
Poses get conventional treatment, especially if the ﬁ  gures are 
depicted frontally sitting or lying. The same way of rende  ring 
movement was used by masters who embellished Roman 
churches with mosaics in the early ninth century.10 
Fig. 4. Homilies of Gregory of Nazianzus (Biblioteca Ambrosiana, 
cod. E49–50inf). Pag. 537. David (fragment)
(photo: Biblioteca Ambrosiana)
Fig. 5. S. Prassede. Apse. Saint Zeno (fragment)
(photo: courtesy of Prof. V. Pace)
represented, for instance, in illuminated manuscripts before his canonisation. 
Besides, Methodius’ headgear resembles so much that of Cyril of Alexandria, 
who was also depicted in the north tympanum, that the question arises as to 
whether it really was a bandage (ibid., ﬁ  g. 61). Secondly, J. Osborne observed 
in another article that Eastern monks in Rome were often represented with 
close-ﬁ  tting hoods [J. Osborne, The Painting of the Anastasis in the lower 
Church of San Clemente, Rome. A Re-examination of the Evidence for the 
Location of the Tomb of St. Cyril, Byzantion 51/1 (1981), 255–287, especially 
268–269]. A man with a square halo whom the scholar has identiﬁ  ed as St. 
Cyril (Constantine), the inventor of the Slavonic alphabet, is shown lower left 
in the Descent into Limbo fresco in the lower church of S. Clemente wearing 
the close-ﬁ  tting headgear but of a different, more decorative type.
4 S. Der Nersessian, The Illustrations of the Homilies of Gregory of Na-
zianzus, Paris. Gr. 510. A Study of Connections between Text and Images, 
Dumbarton Oaks Papers 16 (1962), 197–228; Brubaker, op. cit., with com-
prehensive bibliography on p. 443–473.
5 On the text structure of the Milan manuscript see V. Somers, Histoire des 
collections complètes des Discours de Grégoire de Nazianze, Louvain-la-
-Neuve 1997, 565–571.
6 M. L. Gengaro, F. Leoni, G. Villa, Inventario dei codici greci decorati e 
miniati della Biblioteca Ambrosiana, Milano 1959, 77–98.
7 L. Brubaker has pointed out that a lack of interest in background and 
supplementary narrative detail is a characteristic feature of 9th-century 
manuscript illumination (Brubaker, op. cit., 33–34).
8 A feature of this manuscript is the abundance of texts accompanying the 
images. The inscriptions may be short, mentioning the name of a personage 
represented, or may include a whole phrase explaining what is going on in 
the miniature. The prophets and saints, as well as Gregory of Nazianzus 
himself, are often depicted with unfolded scrolls bearing a few words from 
their writings, cited by Gregory. 
9 They sometimes include the people to whom a homily is dedicated. Their 
ﬁ  gures usually stand out due to their size and prominence in a miniature. 
Thus, on the miniature illustrating the 4th homily (721) Gregory of Nazian-
zus is depicted speaking to a group of monks (on his right) and to the em-
peror Julian the Apostate (on his left).
10 This static movement, the tendency to catch and to reproduce its essence 
and thus, the depiction of ﬁ  gures transﬁ  xed in motion is inherent in all the 
Roman mosaics of the ﬁ  rst half of the ninth century in the basilicas SS. Nereo 
ed Achilleo (815–816), S. Maria in Domnica, S. Cecilia in Trastevere, S. 
Prassede and the S. Zeno chapel (817–824), S. Marco (827–844) (G. Mat-
thiae, Pittura romana del Medioevo. Secoli IV–X, vol. I, con aggiornamento 
scientiﬁ  co di M. Andaloro, Roma 1987; W. Oakeshott, The Mosaics of Rome 
from the Third to the Fourteenth Centuries, London 1967). It is, of course, a 
ﬂ  at treatment of ﬁ  gures that favours such a perception of movement. 8
A particular feature of the miniatures in the Milan 
codex noted by all researchers is the lavish use of gold, not 
only for vestments and haloes but also for buildings and 
some elements of the landscape. The few other colours are 
applied rarely, primarily in two full-page miniatures and 
narrative compositions. The contours are drawn in black 
and orange-red. The order of work of the artist can be 
easi ly  reconstructed:  ﬁ  rst, the outlining of the ﬁ  gure, fa-
cial features, hair, and perhaps, the main folds of clothing; 
then the ﬁ  lling in of the robes with gold or, in rare cases, 
other colours; the painting of the faces with a thin layer 
of light grey-pink and, after that, the sketchy accentuation 
of the features supplemented by patches of orange on the 
lower parts of the cheek-bones and, sometimes, also orange 
strokes at the line of the growth of the hair and the bottom 
of the neck; ﬁ  nally, the tracing of the folds and contours 
of the ﬁ  gures with thick rigid lines in black or orange. The 
folds are not numerous and their pattern does not remind 
us of the corporeal forms, movements or chiaroscuro mo-
delling. Sometimes there are only a few parallel lines,11 at 
times the folds form almost ornamental ﬂ  uttering structures 
(pag. 156 – Figure 2). A similar mode of treatment is to be 
found in the Roman mosaics of Paschal I, but there the or-
namental character and repetition of similar motifs is more 
emphasized (Figure 3). 
Fig. 6. Image of Christ in the vault of the chapel of S. Zeno
Fig. 7. Homilies of Gregory of Nazianzus (Biblioteca Ambrosiana,
cod. E49–50inf). Pag. 814 (photo: Biblioteca Ambrosiana)
11 This technique was widespread in all the Roman mosaics of the period 
under consideration. The closest resemblance to its use in the Milan Homi-
lies is revealed in the mosaic of the apse arch of SS. Nereo ed Achilleo with 
sparse, almost straight lines on the clothes of the apostles. On the mosaic of 
SS. Nereo ed Achilleo: G. Curzi, La decorazione musiva della basilica dei 
SS. Nereo ed Achilleo in Roma, Arte medievale 2 (1993), 21–45.9
The faces are oval and broad with narrow foreheads 
(Figure 4). A. Grabar has noticed that many clerics are shown 
tonsured12 which is undoubtedly a Western feature. The han-
dling of the faces strongly resembles that in the mosaics of S. 
Prassede (Figure 5). The image of Christ in the vault of the 
S. Zeno chapel (Figure 6) reveals a strong similarity with the 
images of Gregory’s attendants and some others. The faces 
have a remote expression; it is as if the gold of their robes is 
the gleam of the other world, and their presence in that world 
is emphasised also by the lack of vivid expression on their 
faces. 
The main means of artistic expression in the minia-
tures of the codex are the gold and line. The human ﬁ  gures, 
animals (stylised as in the Vatican Job and Sacra Parallela, 
but less skilfully executed), and architectural settings are 
given a ﬂ  at treatment. The disembodied ﬁ  gures robed in gold 
ﬂ  oat against the background of the parchment.13 
The same stiff, stark ﬁ  gures devoid of volume and 
weight as if they are dwelling in the immobility of the 
other world, appear in the Roman mosaics of Leo III and 
Paschal I. The faces of all the personages also look remote. 
The martyrs gliding to the gates of Paradise on the trium-
phal arch of S. Prassede, represented by superimposed 
rows of ﬂ  at images, are very similar to the attendants of 
Gregory of Nazianzus depicted in the same way.14 The 
rendering of the folds in the mosaics reminds us of that 
in the miniatures of the Milan codex; the rows of tesserae 
accentuating the shaded sides of folds correspond only 
very approximately to their real position. The similarity of 
the impressions produced by the miniatures in the Milan 
manuscript and the S. Prassede mosaics is strengthened by 
the abundant use of gold in the mosaics and miniatures. 
Thus, the Roman mosaics of the early ninth century bear 
in whole and in details the closest stylistic resemblance 
to the miniatures of the Milan Homilies of Gregory of 
Nazianzus.
The ﬁ  rst and last miniatures (Figure 7),15 as observed 
by scholars, stand out stylistically against all the others. In 
the last miniature of the Milan codex only the architectural 
framework, the arch under which Gregory and two men stay, 
12 Grabar, Les manuscrits grecs, 21.
13 Floating ﬁ  gures appear in the murals of the Roman catacombs and very 
often later in Roman medieval art. However, despite this quality of absolute 
spiritual presence they are usually shown with a ﬂ  owering meadow or a sort 
of pedestal at their feet. The images of the Milan manuscript are devoid of 
any connection with the real ground and can be compared with the hover-
ing ﬁ  gure of Christ in the apse mosaics of S. Prassede and S. Cecilia in 
Trastevere and those of the sister-saints Praxedes and Pudentiana in the ﬁ  rst 
of the aforementioned basilicas [on the ﬂ  oating ﬁ  gures of saints in Roman 
medieval art and especially in S. Prassede: V. Pace, Immagini sacre nei pro-
grammi ﬁ  gurativi della Roma altomedievale (V–IX secolo): livelli di per-
cezione e di fruizione, in: idem, Arte a Roma nel Medioevo. Committenza, 
ideologia e cultura ﬁ  gurativa in monumenti e libri, Napoli 2000, 269–286]. 
In the same manner, hovering on a gold background, three female saints are 
shown on a wall of the S. Zeno chapel.
14 It was again A. Grabar who noticed this similarity (Grabar, op. cit., 21).
15 The last miniature (814) has not yet received a satisfying iconographic 
interpretation. The authors of the catalogue of Greek illuminated manu-
scripts of the Biblioteca Ambrosiana claim that the lunette of the arch is 
occupied by the image of Christ and that Gregory of Nazianzus is repre-
sented lower left. Unfortunately, nothing is said about the men standing 
in front of Gregory (Gengaro, Leoni, Villa, Inventario dei codici greci, 
79). A. Grabar attributed the portrait in the lunette to Basil the Great, with 
the scribe, the miniaturist and the man who commissioned the manuscript 
Fig. 8. Sacra Parallela (Bibliothèque nationale de France,
gr. 923). Fol. 79v. 4 scenes illustrating the episodes from the Book
of Joshua (photo: Bibliothèque nationale de France)10
Fig. 9. Sacra Parallela (Bibliothèque nationale de France,
gr. 923). Fol. 96r. Jeremiah, Solomon, Isaiah and Jesus,
son of Sirah (photo: Bibliothèque nationale de France)
Fig. 10. Homilies of Gregory of Nazianzus (Biblioteca 
Ambrosiana, cod. E49–50inf). Pag. 422. Enos, Enoch, Noah
and Abraham (fragment) (photo: Biblioteca Ambrosiana)11
is gold. The ﬁ  gures are painted in colours and look more 
three-dimensional but are still disembodied. Their clothes are 
modelled more thoroughly than in the other miniatures of the 
manuscript, there are more folds and their lines correspond 
more to the body structure. Their rendering resembles that in 
the frescoes of the lower church of S. Clemente, the Descent 
into Limbo (last third of the ninth century?)16 and the Ascen-
sion (847–855).17 The faces are handled in a less convention-
al manner. The image of Gregory on the last page differs in 
expression; he looks more vivid and mobile and emotionally 
more neutral. For the closest parallel in style some frescoes 
of S. Vincenzo in Volturno (830-s)18 can be cited. The style 
of the last miniature conforms to the suggested Roman origin 
of the manuscript. 
The Sacra Parallela is the only illustrated ﬂ  orilegium 
(collection of quotations from the Bible and patristic texts) 
that has come down to us.19 It is also a large-format codex 
(356 × 265 mm); all of its 1658 miniatures occupy the quite 
narrow margins20 of the text. Among the illustrations there 
are scenes and a multitude (more than a thousand) of half and 
full-length ﬁ  gures and medallions. 
The images of the Sacra Parallela are bigger in scale 
than those of the Milan codex. Compositions with two or 
more ﬁ  gures occur much more often. Sometimes there are 
up to four scenes in the outer margin so that it appears totally 
occupied (Figure 8). The Sacra Parallela is perceived as an 
extremely luxurious work of art not only because of the abun-
dant use of gold for its miniatures but also because of the vi-
sibly higher degree of their execution. The scene is often set 
against the skilfully elaborated architectural settings;21 here 
too, the parchment serves as a background. 
The proportions of ﬁ  gures are usually shortened; their 
heads are excessively big. The ﬁ  gures look quite mobile, 
but sometimes the miniaturist does not achieve the effect he 
strove for, and without referring to the corresponding frag-
ment of text one could not recognise the exact character of 
the movement represented. 
The faces of the personages are individualised, and this 
feature also distinguishes the Sacra Parallela from the Milan 
codex (Figure 9).22 The miniaturist makes use of the same 
facial type, changing it slightly from one image to another. 
Fig. 11. Saints Chariton and Theodosios. A wing of a triptych. 
Monastery of St. Catherine at the Mount Sinai (photo: from K. 
Weitzmann, The Monastery of Saint Catherine at Mount Sinai)
standing in the lower right of the miniature (Grabar, Les manuscrits grecs, 
20). Neither the ﬁ  rst nor the second interpretation seems convincing. The 
ﬁ  gure in the lunette is represented with an omophorion like those worn 
by saint-bishops in this manuscript. His facial type is not characteristic 
of Christ. If the creators of the manuscript and the commissioner had 
been depicted in the miniature they would have been shown holding the 
manuscript. The miniature is considerably erased but there are no traces of 
this detail. I believe that it is the father of Gregory of Nazianzus, Gregory 
the Elder, represented in the lunette. In the lower part of the miniature 
Gregory of Nazianzus is blessing the ﬂ  ock, the care of which he has taken 
over from his father. 
16 Osborne, The Painting of the Anastasis, 287. 
17 Matthiae, Pittura romana, 179–181.
18 Belting, Studien, 13; on the frescoes of the crypt at S. Vincenzo: R. Hodg-
es, J. Mitchell, The Basilica of Abbot Joshua at San Vincenzo al Volturno, 
Montecassino 1996.
19 Weitzmann, The Miniatures of the Sacra Parallela, 10.
20 The margins generally do not exceed 65-70 mm. It is known that they 
were trimmed in the ﬁ  fteenth century when the manuscript was bound 
(Weitzmann, op. cit., 1, 7).
21 Unlike the miniaturist of the Milan Homilies the artist of the Sacra Paral-
lela did not make use of simple, sketchy compositional schemes. If he did 
reproduce earlier models, he would seem not to have transformed or simpli-
ﬁ  ed them, but merely to have reduced the compositions because of the lack 
of space in the narrow margins. 
22 For example, looking at the four medallions containing the portraits of 
Enos, Enoch, Noah and Abraham on page 422 of the Milan codex (ﬁ  g. 10) 
one may conclude that the same face is depicted four times. To compare 
– on the fol. 96r of the Sacra Parallela Jeremiah, Solomon, Isaiah and Jesus, 
son of Sirah are depicted on four medallions: for every portrait the artist 
has invented (or borrowed from his predecessor?) the colour of the hair, the 
hairstyle, the form and length of the beard. Their physiognomic features 
differ slightly as well. 12
This Eastern type of face with a narrow forehead, big eyes 
and a glance directed strongly to one side may be observed 
in the images on the wings of the two triptychs in the monas-
tery of St. Catherine on Mount Sinai: the ﬁ  rst, depicting the 
saints Chariton and Theodosios was dated by Weitzmann to 
the 8th–9th centuries (Figure 11),23 the second, with the war-
rior saints Theodore and George was given the advanced date 
of the 9th–10th centuries (Figure 12);24 we ﬁ  nd this facial 
type in the image of the Ascension from the same monastery 
which, perhaps, once formed the central part of the second 
triptych (Figure 13).25 Time and again scholars have pointed 
to the similarity of the images of the Sacra Parallela, especial-
ly those in medallions, to the Paschalian mosaics, and above 
all, to the imagines clipeatae above the entrance arch to the S. 
Zeno chapel (Figure 14), and the portraits in the medallions 
used to demarcate the compositions in the temple of Fortuna 
Virilis (872–882)26 (Figure 16). 
The motif of the double folds in the miniatures of the 
Sacra Parallela and in some images of the Vatican Job, which 
Weitzmann pointed out in 1935,27 was not for some reason 
used by him to support his hypothesis about the Eastern origin 
of the Paris manuscript. This motif as it is treated in the minia-
tures of the Sacra Parallela, in the form of two dark lines drawn 
close to each other, often completed by small hooks, and used 
Fig. 12. Saints Theodore and George. A wing of a triptych.
Monastery of St. Catherine at the Mount Sinai (photo: from
K. Weitzmann, The Monastery of Saint Catherine at Mount Sinai)
Fig. 13. Ascension. A central part of a triptych. Monastery
of St. Catherine at the Mount Sinai (photo: from K. Weitzmann,
The Monastery of Saint Catherine at Mount Sinai)
23 K. Weitzmann, The Monastery of Saint Catherine at Mount Sinai. The 
Icons. Vol. 1: From the Sixth to Tenth Century, Princeton 1976, 64–65, pls. 
XXVI and XCI.
24 Ibid., 71–73, pls. XXIX and XCVII–XCVIII.
25 Ibid., 69–71, pls. XCVI and XXVIII. The difference in height between the 
Ascension panel and those with the warrior saints is considerable enough (3,2 
cm). Moreover, saints Theodore and George are represented riding in the same 
direction, which is quite unexpected for the wings of the same triptych. However 
that may be, the Ascension and the two wings were painted by the same artist. 
It seems that the interval between the dates of the wing with saints Chariton 
and Theodosios and the three previously mentioned panels should not be 
considerable, as all these works are characterized by the use of the same 
facial types and a similar manner of painting and colouring. They are 
undoubtedly products of the same period, probably, of the time when the 
miniatures of the Sacra Parallela were created. The images of the warrior 
saints and those on the Ascension panel differ from the images of the Paris 
codex in their sharpness and more pronounced interest in stylisation and 
decorative treatment of the pictorial surface. 
26 The resemblance is strengthened by the use of pearls to decorate the 
halo’s edges both in the miniatures and in the frescoes. On the frescoes of 
Fortuna Virilis: J. Lafontaine, Peintures médiévales dans le temple dit de 
la Fortune Virile à Rome, Bruxelles 1959; M. Trimarchi, Per una revisione 
iconograﬁ  ca del ciclo di affreschi nel tempio della “Fortuna Virile”, Studi 
medievali XIX/2 (1978), 653–679. 
27 Weitzmann, Die byzantinische Buchmalerei, 80.
28 Weitzmann has correctly observed this in the Sinai icons and the Nubian 
frescoes (Weitzmann, The Miniatures of the Sacra Parallela, 17–18) but it 
to differentiate the pictorial surface, appears in the works of 
Eastern art and may even go back to its very origins.28 The 13
lines of the folds correspond more to the anatomy of the human 
body and reﬂ  ect real chiaroscuro modelling better than in the 
Milan codex. But because of the predominant use of gold, the 
illustrations of this manuscript remain two-dimensional.
Apart from the double folds the miniaturist of the Sacra 
Parallela often used double lines for the architectural settings 
(Figure 15). We come across some more “coincidental” ele-
ments in the architectural settings in the miniatures of the Sacra 
Parallela and the frescoes of Fortuna Virilis. Two of them – the 
double door wings with concentric discs in the fresco repre-
senting the arrival of the apostles at the house of the Mother of 
God and in the miniature with the bathing of Bathsheba (fol. 
282v), and the images of the St. Basil and John of Damascus 
(fol. 208r) standing under similarly decorated arches – were 
pointed out by A. Grabar.29 One can also ﬁ  nd the similarities in 
the décor of the roof of the tower-like building (on the fresco 
it is deﬁ  nitely a temple): the elements resembling petals, and 
horizontal bands of jewels30 (Figures 15 and 16). 
Thus, we have seen a series of iconographical and 
stylistic coincidences in the miniatures of the Sacra Paral-
lela and in contemporary and slightly later Roman painting. 
The resemblance of the facial types and expressions in the 
miniatures and Paschalian mosaics is unmistakable.31 But 
Fig. 14. Medallions over the entrance to the chapel of S. Zeno.
dimensionality. The Khludov psalter (State Historical Museum, gr. 129d) may 
not be considered in this context as it was strongly renewed apparently in the 
ﬁ  rst half of the thirteenth century. It is to be emphasised that the case in ques-
tion is the rendering of the motive in purely linear and two-dimensional way. 
The motif of the double folds can be found in the ivory plaques with images 
of prophets and saints and scenes from the lives of Christ and St. Mark, dating 
to the late 7th–8th century, which obviously originated in Syria or Palestine. 
See, for example, the plaque with the prophet Joël in the Louvre collection 
(Byzance. L’art byzantin dans les collections publiques françaises, Catalogue 
de l’exposition tenue au Musée du Louvre le 3 novembre 1992 – 1er février 
1993, Paris 1992, 182). The double folds appear already in the fragment of the 
Syrian ivory diptych of the sixth or seventh century with the images of the An-
nunciation to Anne and Anne with the maidservant in the State Hermitage col-
lection (Sinaĭ Vizantiia. Rus’. Pravoslavnoe iskusstvo s 6 do nachala 20 veka, 
katalog vystavki, red. O. Baddleĭ, E. Briunner, IV. Piatnitskiĭ, London – Saint 
Petersburg 2000, 62). I believe, having this aim, one may trace the motif of the 
double folds back to the pagan art of the Near East.
29 Grabar, Les manuscrits grecs, ﬁ  gs. 28 and 29, 24 and 25, p. 23.
30 Trimarchi, op. cit., tav. II, and Weitzmann, pl. LXXI, ﬁ  g. 357. The function 
of these petals may be different. In the miniature (fol. 252v – ﬁ  g. 15) they 
decorate a shell-shaped niche (still one cannot be sure because of the very 
conventional rendering), in the fresco they are, perhaps, supposed to represent 
tiles, as they are in the previously mentioned miniature with the Bathing of 
Bathsheba. M. Trimarchi has observed that the building on the fresco of For-
tuna Virilis apparently went back to images of the fountain of life in illumi-
nated manuscripts (Trimarchi, op. cit., 658). The scholar maintained that the 
whole fresco cycle of the temple was based on iconographical schemes drawn 
from a Greek illuminated manuscript (Trimarchi, op. cit., 675, 677).
31 In the murals of Fortuna Virilis another physiognomic type appears, with 
a bigger and heavier chin and some stylisation in the treatment of the fea-
tures. It reﬂ  ects, I think, the next stage in the evolution of medieval Roman 
painting represented also by the frescoes of the Descent into Limbo and the 
Last Judgment in the lower church of S. Clemente. 
seems that he was wrong to ﬁ  nd it also in the Paschalian mosaics where there 
are often more than two lines which are not always parallel, and in the margin-
al psalters with their totally different treatment of the images tending to three-14
the more accentuated glances, directed usually to one side, 
give the faces more passion and vivacity and distinguish the 
miniatures of the Paris codex from the Roman mosaics and 
frescoes, bringing them closer to the panels from Sinai. This 
difference in the nuances of expression is one of the reasons 
why I regard the miniatures of the Sacra Parallela a work 
of the Palestinian artist, and see in the Roman painting of 
the period only mediated Eastern inﬂ  uence (the use of the 
Eastern models or, perhaps, tuition by Eastern masters). 
The mode of rendering double folds in the miniatures of the 
Sacra Parallela is found only in works of art originating in 
the Christian East. However, the use of motifs widespread 
in the ninth-century Roman painting even if they did come 
from Eastern sources and at least two more details32 make 
one think that the miniaturist of the Sacra Parallela worked 
on its vast cycle of illustrations in Rome, in one of the Greek 
scriptoria.33 Realising that the arguments in favour of the Ro-
man origin of the Sacra Parallela are not sufﬁ  cient to reject 
the other proposed suggestions, it remains to be noted that 
at that time the best conditions for such a great enterprise 
existed in Rome.
The Vatican Book of Job consists of two volumes (375 × 
273 mm) and is embellished with 55 miniatures usually placed 
on the low part of the page.34 The miniatures are large-scale, 
and this distinguishes them from the images of the other two 
manuscripts. Their contours have no regular form; sometimes 
the miniatures are framed with two or three lines, at times they 
are left without any frame. There are three discernible groups 
of miniatures (i. e. there were three artists who had carried out 
the work): 1) up to fol. 30r, 2) from 38r to 118v, and 3) the ima-
ges in the remaining part of the codex.35 
The ﬁ  rst miniaturist illustrated the most dramatic part 
of the story of Job. The ﬁ  gures in the miniatures executed 
by him are represented on the architectural background or in 
the landscape (Figure 17). The people depicted are stocky, 
Fig. 15. Sacra Parallela (Bibliothèque nationale de France,
gr. 923). Fol. 252v. Sickness and prayer of Hezekiah
(photo: Bibliothèque nationale de France)
Fig. 16. Temple of Fortuna Virilis. Maidservant reproaching
St. Anna for her sterility (fragment) (photo: from M. Trimarchi)
32 Both cases concern “strange” headgear. The ﬁ  rst case is the image of 
Methodius on fols. 131v and 325r (see n. 3). The other is the image of John 
of Damascus on fol. 146r where he is represented in the luxurious vestments 
of a courtier (he was a logothete of the Caliph) and in the hood of a monk, 
resembling those depicted time and again in the miniatures of the Milan 
Homilies. It seems that the artist did not know what kind of headdress was 
worn by courtiers in the Caliphate, but he was aware that John of Damascus 
after his secular career withdrew to the Great Lavra. This discrepancy is 
more to be expected of a person who lived and worked in Rome than of a 
resident of the East. 
33 The work undertaken needed considerable ﬁ  nancing, the presence of a 
qualiﬁ  ed artist and a good library (for instance, in case of the need to verify 
a textual fragment). All these necessary conditions would most probably 
have appeared in Rome. On the activity of the Greek monasteries in Rome: 
Cavallo, La cultura italo-greca; J.-M. Sansterre, Les moines grecs et orien-
taux à Rome aux époques byzantine et carolingienne (milieu du VIe s. – ﬁ  n 
du IXe s.), Bruxelles 1982; idem, Le monachisme byzantin à Rome, Bisan-
zio, Roma e l’Italia nell’alto Medioevo, in: Settimane di studio del Centro 
italiano di studi sull’alto Medioevo 34, Spoleto 1988, 701–746.
34 R. Devreesse, Codices Vaticani Graeci. Tomus III. Codices № 604–866, 
Città del Vaticano 1950, 264–265; P. Canart, V. Peri, Sussidi bibliograﬁ  ci 
per i manoscritti greci della Biblioteca Vaticana (Studi e Testi 261), Città 
del Vaticano 1970, 480.
35 This division was proposed by Weitzmann (Weitzmann, Die byzan-
tinische Buchmalerei, 79) and it seems correct. A. Grabar has also picked 
out three groups but divided them differently (1st: 6r–30r; 2nd: 38r–209v; 3rd: 
226r–249v). He believed that there were two artists, and the third group of 
miniatures was executed by the ﬁ  rst artist under the inﬂ  uence of the sec-
ond (Grabar, Les manuscrits grecs, 17). P. Huber discerned the same three 
groups of images as Grabar, but remarked that the work was evidently done 
by four miniaturists (Huber, op. cit., 93–94).15
with big heads. In spite of the predominantly plain rende  ring, 
some idea of volume still remains in the human ﬁ  gures, im-
ages of animals, and architectural settings. Sometimes the 
miniaturist treated the folds as double parallel lines ending 
with little hooks – we met the same device that originated 
in Eastern art in the miniatures of the Sacra Parallela. The 
characteristic feature of the ﬁ  rst 26 miniatures, observed in 
the images of the Paris codex as well, is the mobility of the 
ﬁ  gures (not only are the people shown able to move, but so 
are the animals and even the trees) (Figure 18). It is clear that 
the rendering of movement was not easy for the artist, one 
can see that the distortion of proportions and the improbable 
poses resulted from this difﬁ  culty. 
The faces of the personages are broad, with big eyes, 
sometimes expressive and beautiful (Figure 19). The features 
are painted with black or orange lines, or strokes over the pale 
colour of carnation. The faces gravitate towards the Eastern 
facial type represented in the images of the Sacra Parallela 
but show a tinge of naivety and frankness.36 
Apart from the gold, which is used sparingly in the 
miniatures of the Vatican Job and kept mainly for the archi-
tectural elements and details of clothes, the palette of the ﬁ  rst 
artist is quite limited: orange-red, greyish blue and green. In 
the ﬁ  rst miniatures the images are outlined inaccurately and 
roughly. Still this was the way in which the artist gave them 
more completeness and clarity. 
The ﬁ  rst artist was probably responsible for the only paint-
ed initial in the manuscript, which depicts a putti saddling the 
dragon (Figure 17). The ﬁ  gure of the putti is well proportioned 
and looks three-dimensional, compared with the more abstract 
and decorative painted initials in the Carolingian manuscripts. 
The compositions with many ﬁ  gures look rather over-
crowded, which may be due to the large scale of the ﬁ  gures in 
relation to the space assigned for them. Sometimes the artist 
divides the pictorial surface into cells or separates the fore-
ground as a scene for the action to take place.37 
On the whole, the miniatures executed by the ﬁ  rst art-
ist reveal the closest resemblance to the images of the Sacra 
Pa  rallela and those on the wings of the two Sinai triptychs 
and the panel of the Ascension referred to above.38 Some re-
semblance to them may be found in the miniatures on the four 
folios of a Greek ninth-century manuscript inserted in a 13th-
-century codex (Staatsbibliothek zu Berlin, Hamilton, 246).39 
Fig. 17. Book of Job (Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana, gr. 749).
Fol. 6r. Job and his wife (photo: Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana)
Fig. 18. Book of Job (Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana, gr. 749).
Fol. 7r. Job’s substance (photo: Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana)
36 This tinge is inherent in some Carolingian works of art; it is especially 
characteristic of the miniatures of the Trier Apocalypse (Trier, Stadtbiblio-
thek, Cod. 31) and Stuttgart Psalter (Stuttgart, Württembergische Landes-
bibliothek, Cod. bibl. fol. 23). 
37 These principles of operating with the pictorial space can not, from my 
point of view, be called ﬂ  at or ornamental as Weitzmann has deﬁ  ned them 
(Weitzmann, Die byzantinische Buchmalerei, 78). Of course, the dominant 
ﬂ  atness of the images in the Book of Job contributes much to such a view, 
and one is tempted to mention the Gospels of Saint-Médard-de-Soissons 
(Bibliothèque nationale de France, lat. 8850) for similar compositional 
structures. However, the same principles of spatial organisation can be 
found in Byzantine manuscript illumination as well, to give only two very 
famous examples here, the Paris Homilies of Gregory of Nazianzus (Biblio-
thèque nationale de France, gr. 510) for the division of the whole pictorial 
surface into horizontal stripes or small cells, and the so-called Leo-Bible 
(Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana, Reg. Gr.1) for the scenic organisation of 
the foreground.
38 See notes 23–25.
39 C. Nordenfalk, Die spätantiken Kanontafeln, Göteborg 1938, Taf. 5–7; 
Weitzmann, The Miniatures of the Sacra Parallela, 237; R. S. Nelson, The 
Iconography of Preface and Miniature in the Byzantine Gospel Book, 
New York 1980, 12f. The artistic quality and bad state of preservation of 
the images inserted in the Berlin manuscript do not permit us to conclude 
that the artist belonged to the same artistic milieu as the miniaturists of the 
Vatican Job. These inserted images lack the brightness and expressiveness 
of the ﬁ  rst images of the Vatican Job and even more so of those in the Sacra 
Parallela.16
The ﬁ  rst group of miniatures of the Vatican Job appears to 
be a striking combination of features of various origin: Byzantine, 
Carolingian, Roman and Eastern. A ﬂ  eeting glance is enough to 
see this. The miniature on fol. 7r contains in each of its three parts 
a domed tower-like building of the Eastern type (Figure 18). A 
similar building is shown behind the city walls on fol. 25v.40 The 
use of double folds and gold for some details of the clothing and 
architectural settings has already been mentioned. The house of 
Job that collapsed on his sons and daughters on fol. 20r41 is re-
presented in a very similar way to the ruins that remained after 
the earthquake in Nicea on page 78 of the Milan Gregory. The 
motif of the ﬂ  uttering folds of Job’s cloak (fol. 8r, Figure 19) 
reminds us of the more stylised folds of the clothes worn by the 
twenty-four elders on the apse arch of S. Prassede (Figure 3) and 
those of the angels in the apse of S. Maria in Domnica. The depic-
tions of the sun, moon and heavenly spheres sprinkled with stars 
on fol. 12v,42 which appear again in the last miniatures executed 
by the third artist, have numerous analogies in Carolingian art. 
Byzantine inﬂ  uence is less evident; it may be discerned in the 
compositional structure of some scenes, such as the Divine vi-
sions of Job, or the feast in the house of Job’s eldest son. 
The manners of the two artists who worked on the 
mini  atures beginning from fol. 38r are so similar that it may 
be concluded that they came from the same artistic milieu (Fi-
gures 20 and 21). The images up to fol. 209v repeat the same 
scheme: Job, with his friends in front of him, on a background 
of gold or pure parchment. The folds in the clothes of Job’s 
friends are formed in an absolutely abstract, purely decorative 
manner; the ornament is drawn over them in thin strokes of 
white paint. They are outlined by parallel or radial lines, with 
the spiroid curls highlighting the place of the joints. It seems 
that the rules of anatomy no longer apply; sometimes it is hard 
to decide whether the ﬁ  gures are standing or sitting. The faces 
look ridiculous and the normal proportions of their features are 
unbalanced. Besides the gold of the Job’s halo and the back-
ground, the colouring consists of a few tints blue and violet 
supplemented with brown and yellow. 
The work of the second artist, if compared with that 
of his companions, is remarkable for its poor quality. The 
colouring strikes one by its lack of harmony. Unlike the ﬁ  rst 
miniaturist who attained a signiﬁ  cant ﬁ  nal effect, the second 
artist did not manage to endow the faces with emotions or 
expressions. They seem rather ugly and are painted roughly, 
with rose patches on the cheeks and along the hair line, and 
blue shadows near the eyebrows and inferior eyelids. Analo-
gies for this mode of treatment and facial types can be found 
in the miniatures of the Stuttgart Psalter (Figure 22).43
The miniatures executed by the third artist beginning 
with fol. 119r are characterised by bright, intense colour and 
a tendency for ornamentation. In the last miniatures he, like 
the ﬁ  rst artist, used the motif of double folds.
On the whole, the miniatures painted by the second 
and third artists are more decorative and emotionally neutral. 
The compositions are more static. From one miniature to the 
next the artists changed the colour of the clothes, their deco-
rative pattern and the form of the tower-like building in the 
background. They wanted to embellish everything; even the 
ulcers on Job’s body look different every time. 
The striving for decoration, the rendering of the 
background with alternating stripes of different colours and 
the portrayal of the ground using a narrow dark green band 
with bunches of ﬂ  owers, bring the Vatican Job close to the 
Carolingian manuscripts.44 However, their similarities are 
rather unspeciﬁ  c, being formal in character and only let us 
conclude that they were both created in the European cultural 
area. With regard to stylistic and partly technical matters, the 
miniatures of the Vatican codex can be compared only with 
the images of the Trier Apocalypse45 and Stuttgart Psalter.
Fig. 19. Book of Job (Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana, gr. 749).
Fol. 8r. Job’s offering. (photo: Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana)
Fig. 20. Book of Job (Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana, gr. 749).
Fol. 38r. Job and his friends: Eliphaz the Temanite,
and Bildad the Shuhite, and Zophar the Naamathite
(photo: Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana)
40 Huber, op. cit., 109.
41 Ibid., 104.
42 Ibid., 99.
43 Der Stuttgarter Bilderpsalter. Bibl. fol. 23. Württembergiche Landesbib-
liothek, Stuttgart I–II, ed. B. Bischoff, J. Eschweiler, B. Fischer, H. J. Frede, 
F. Mütherich, Stuttgart 1965–1968.
44 However, P. Huber observed that the miniature on fol. 119r executed by 
the third artist reveals a strong similarity with the image of Job on fol. 257r 
of the Sacra Parallela.
45 Trierer Apokalypse. Vollständige Faksimile-Ausgabe im Originalformat 
des Codex 31 der Stadtbibliothek Trier I–II, ed. R. Laufner, P. K. Klein,   
Graz 1974–1975.17
Despite the stylistic differences between the three 
groups of images in the Vatican Job, there exist some features 
common to all of them, such as the use of a very limited as-
sortment of colours, the shortened proportions of the ﬁ  gures 
varying even within a single miniature, the arbitrary composi-
tional organisation (lacking any tendency to equilibrium and 
visual harmony in the miniatures with Job and his friends, and 
sometimes intentionally symmetrical in the ﬁ  rst scenes). 
The combination of quite different stylistic features 
(Western, Roman, Eastern and Byzantine), which we have 
encountered in the Vatican Book of Job, and especially in the 
ﬁ  rst group of its images, can be used as evidence to suggest 
that the manuscript was produced in one of the Greek mo-
nasteries in Rome.46
Thus, the conclusion about the origin of the three 
manuscripts coincides with the idea proposed in 1935 by K. 
Weitzmann and later maintained by A. Grabar. For the former 
scholar the reasons to argue the Roman origin of the Vatican 
Job, Milan Gregory and Sacra Parallela were primarily the 
stylistic similarities of their miniatures with the fresco of 
the Ascension of Christ in the lower church of S. Clemente 
and the miniatures in the tenth-century manuscripts from 
Benevent.47 The latter pointed out that painted initials like the 
one with putti in the Vatican Job were widespread in Italian 
manuscripts of the tenth and eleventh centuries. He proposed 
that the links with Western and Byzantine art, so obvious in 
the miniatures of this codex, could most likely have taken 
place in Rome. Grabar found some iconographic analogies 
to the miniatures of the Milan Gregory in tenth and eleventh 
century manuscripts of Exultet from Central Italy and in Ro-
man mosaics and frescoes. And it was the comparison with 
Italian paintings (the mosaics of S. Prassede and the chapel of 
S. Zeno, and the frescoes of Fortuna Virilis, Cimitile, S. Bas-
tinello and S. Vincenzo in Volturno) and some compositional 
details found in the contemporary Latin manuscripts that led 
him to claim the Italian origin of the Sacra Parallela.48 Clam-
ing the Roman origin of the Vatican Job, C. Bertelli pointed 
out the similarities in the style of its images to slightly earlier 
and later works of Roman art, the frescoes of the Chapel of 
Theodotus in S. Maria Antiqua and Fortuna Virilis.49
From my point of view, the reasons to attribute the 
three manuscripts to Greek scriptoria in Rome are different in 
each case. For the Milan Gregory it is the clear resemblance 
of the miniatures to Roman mosaics of the ﬁ  rst half of the 
ninth century. In the miniatures of the Sacra Parallela, sty-
listic similarities to the Paschalian mosaics seem less strong 
than those to Sinai icons painted, as is usually considered, 
by Palestinian artists. Still some iconographic details, more 
likely in Roman than in Palestinian works of art, as well as 
the use of motifs widespread in Roman art of the period, 
speak in favour of the Roman origin of the Sacra Parallela. 
It was not possible to ﬁ  nd such close stylistic parallels with 
the images of the Vatican Job, as in the case of the other two 
manuscripts. But the combination of features of various ori-
gins leads us to think about a place where all these contribu-
tions could have come together. In this period it would most 
probably have been Rome.50 
In spite of the differences in style between the minia-
tures of the three manuscripts and the three groups of images of 
the Vatican Job, which became apparent whilst studying them, 
there are some peculiarities inherent in all of them, making 
them representative of the same phenomenon in ninth-century 
art of the Byzantine world. These include a lack of interest 
in the rendering of volume and the normal proportions of the 
human body, in the colour and chiaroscuro modelling, in the 
compositional organisation of the pictorial space – overall, in 
everything that is material; and, at the same time, striving for 
extreme expressiveness in these ima  ges. One sometimes has 
the impression that the heightened expression of the images is 
Fig. 21. Book of Job (Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana, gr. 749).
Fol. 181v. Elihu speaks to Job and his friends
(photo: Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana)
Fig. 22. Stuttgart Psalter (Stuttgart, Württembergiche 
Landesbibliothek, Cod. bibl. fol. 23). Fol. 37r. Agony
in the Garden (photo: Württembergiche Landesbibliothek)
46 Perhaps, it really was the monastery of S. Saba as Ch. Eggenberger argued 
[Ch. Eggenberger, Mittelalterliche Miniaturen aus Rom zum Buch Hiob, 
Sandoz bulletin 51 (1980), 22–31].
47 Weitzmann, Die byzantinische Buchmalerei, 80–81.
48 Grabar, Les manuscrits grecs, 16–24.
49 Storia dell’arte, 83.
50 On Rome as a multicultural centre: Roma fra Oriente e Occidente I–II 
in: Settimane di studio del Centro italiano di studi sull’alto Medioevo 49, 
Spoleto 2001. 18
a result of the loss of aesthetic, beauty and classical harmony. 
The purpose of the creation of these images seems to be not to 
decorate the pages of the manuscripts but rather to remind the 
future reader of the prototypes behind the images and the phe-
nomena of the celestial world. The images exist like symbols, 
shells for the ideas embodied in them. Their expressiveness 
wins them the strained attention of a viewer; perhaps, the art-
ists have found the best way of realising the idea of an icon as 
it was formulated in 787 by the Second Council of Nicea: the 
faithful contemplating the icons raise their thoughts from the 
types to the prototypes.51 
The main source of the styles of the Milan and Vatican 
manuscripts is found in Roman medieval art, the evolution 
of which from the classical plastic treatment of form to its 
gradual ﬂ  attening and simpliﬁ  cation, that took place approxi-
mately from the second third of the sixth century, is brilliant-
ly traced in the studies by Kitzinger and Krautheimer.52 The 
development of the style found in the miniatures of the Sacra 
Parallela and partly in the ﬁ  rst group of images of the Vatican 
Job may be represented by a group of Sinai icons, which are 
listed here in order of the growing proximity of their style to 
that of the miniatures of the Sacra Parallela: the Χαίρετε (7th 
century),53 the Cruciﬁ  ction (8th century),54 the Three Hebrews 
in the Fiery Furnace (7th century),55 the Saints Paul, Peter, 
Nicolas and John Chrysostom (7th–8th centuries),56 the Nativ-
ity (8th–9th centuries),57 and the fragment of the icon with the 
scenes of the Nativity, Presentation in the Temple, Ascension 
and Pentecost (8th–9th centuries).58 Glancing from one of the 
listed icons to the next, one can follow how the linear prin-
ciple increases, while the treatment of the robes, the human 
body, its postures and movements becomes more conven-
tional and remote from reality.
Analogies to the style described here, relating prima-
rily to the spiritual aspect of the image, variants of which 
are represented by the miniatures of the three manuscripts 
and the Roman mosaics of the ﬁ  rst half of the ninth century, 
appear in this period in the East59 as well as in the West60 of 
the Christian world. This stylistic tendency had numerous 
opportunities for embodiment, which depended both on the 
nationality, individual manner and skills of the artists and on 
the spiritual program that underlay each work of art.
Simultaneously, side by side with the stylistic ten-
dency under study there undoubtedly existed the art that 
appealed to the classical artistic values, as was the case in 
any other period of the art history of the Byzantine world. 
Perhaps, this classical tendency was mainly secular. However 
that may be, judging from the works of art which have come 
down to us from that period the so-called abstract and ex-
pressive tendency played the most prominent role in religious 
art of the ﬁ  rst half of the ninth century.
53 The dates are given according to Weitzmann, The Monastery of Saint 
Catherine at Mount Sinai. The Icons. The sequence of images based 
on stylistic matters differs a little from the chronological one drawn by 
Weitzmann. Ibid., 50–51, pl. XXI, LXXV.
54 Ibid., 61–64, pl. XXV, LXXXIX.
55 Ibid., 56, pl. XXII, LXXXII–LXXXIII.
56 Ibid., 58–59, pl. XXIV.
57 Ibid., 67–68, pl. XXVII.
58 Ibid., 73–76, pl. XXX. The date of this icon is cited here according to 
K. Weitzmann, Loca sancta and the representational arts of Palestine, 
Dumbarton Oaks Papers 28 (1974), 33–55. In the aforementioned volume 
(The Monastery of Saint Catherine at Mount Sinai. The Icons) it dates back 
to the second half of the ninth – tenth century. In the current context this 
early dating seems preferable.
59 On the whole, in the Christian East the stylistic tendency under conside-
ration always played a leading role and had its individual path of devel-
opment. The main problem is that in speaking about Eastern art we have 
to deal with very imprecise dates. Scholars, as a rule, assign to the time 
in question, which for the most part coincides with the second period of 
iconoclasm, the aniconic decoration of some churches in Cappadocia. 
However, even this commonly accepted opinion was rightly challenged 
recently by L. Brubaker (L. Brubaker, On the Margins of Byzantine 
Iconoclasm, in: Pré-actes. XXe Congrès international des études byz-
antines, Paris 2001, 209–216). Some similarities to the style of the ﬁ  rst 
group of images of the Vatican Job may be found in the frescoes of the 
Yilanli kilisse, but I tend to accept the date (ﬁ  rst half of the tenth or late 
ninth century) proposed for them by C. Jolivet-Lévy (C. Jolivet-Lévy, 
Les églises byzantines de Cappadoce. Le programme iconographique de 
l’abside et de ses abords, Paris 1991, 307–310). In the miniatures of the 
Syrian codex (Staatsbibliothek zu Berlin, Sachau 220) dated roughly to 
the ninth century, the Eastern facial types appear but the faces themselves 
are painted with a better knowledge of anatomy than that revealed in the 
manuscripts under review (E. Sachau, Verzeichniss der syrischen Hand-
schriften der Königlichen Bibliothek zu Berlin, Berlin 1899). Weitzmann 
compared the Sacra Parallela miniatures to the frescoes of Faras, belong-
ing to the so-called “white style” (c. 870 – early 11th century), still it 
seems that nothing except double folds bring them together, and the mu-
rals of the previous period, of the “violet style” (early eighth – middle of 
the ninth century), less abstract and decorative, reveal a greater similarity 
to the miniatures of the Paris codex (K. Weitzmann, Some Remarks on 
the Sources of the Fresco Paintings of the Cathedral of Faras, in: Kunst 
und Geschichte Nubiens in christlicher Zeit. Ergebnisse und Probleme 
auf Grund der jüngsten Ausgrabungen, ed. E. Dinkler, Recklinghausen 
1970, 325–344).
60 Besides the miniatures of the Trier Apocalypse and Stuttgart Psalter 
which have similar modes of rendering forms and movements, and of com-
positional organisation to those of the Vatican Job, the mosaic of the Ger-
migny-de-Prés oratory (early 9th century) should be mentioned (P. Bloch, 
Das Apsismosaik von Germigny-de-Prés, in: Karolingische Kunst, ed. W. 
Braunfels und H. Schnitzler, Düsseldorf 1965, 234–261). The expression 
on the faces of the two angels pointing to the Ark of the covenant, their 
somewhat awkward postures, the predominantly linear treatment of folds in 
their clothes, the abundant use of gold tesserae and abrupt colour contrasts 
reﬂ  ect the same stylistic tendency which came to light in contemporary 
Roman mosaics. The other variants of the expressive style that totally 
denies the classical artistic values are represented by the frescoes of the 
crypt Saint-Germain-d’Auxerre (9th century) and the church of Saint-Jean 
in Müstair (c. 800). [R. Louis, Les Cryptes carolingiennes de Saint-Ger-
main d’Auxerre, Bulletin de la Société nationale des antiquaires de France 
(1937), 149–157; C. Davis-Weyer, Müstair, Milano e Italia carolingia, in: 
Milano, una capitale da Ambrogio ai Carolingi (Il millennio ambrosiano), 
ed. C. Bertelli, Milano 1987, 207–237].
In Roman art this stylistic tendency seems to have prevailed since the sec-
ond half of the eighth century as is evident, ﬁ  rst of all, by the frescoes of 
S. Maria Antiqua and S. Maria in via Lata (Matthiae, Pittura romana, 152). 
We ﬁ nd its repercussions elsewhere in Italy, for instance, in the frescoes 
of S. Vincenzo in Volturno and those of the grotto of S. Biaggio in Castel-
lammare di Stabia (Naples) dated by G. Bertelli to the late 8th – early 9th 
century [G. Bertelli, La grotta di S. Biagio a Castellammare di Stabia (Na-
poli). Primi appunti per un tentativo di recupero, Cahiers archéologiques 44 
(1996), 49–75, especially 68]. 
51 J. D. Mansi, Sacrorum conciliorum, nova et amplissima collectio XIII, 
Florentiae 1767, 373D, reprinted: Graz 1960.
52 E. Kitzinger, Byzantine Art in the Period between Justinian and Iconoclasm, 
in: Berichte zum XI. Internationalen Byzantinisten-Kongress, München 1958, 
1–50; R. Krautheimer, Rome. Proﬁ  le of a City, Princeton 1980.У пр  вом де  лу члан  ка, у ко  ме је из  вр ше на  стил ска 
ана ли за  ми ни ја ту ра  три  ру ко пи са,  из но ва  се  по ста вља 
пи та ње њи хо вог по ре кла. Ве ро ват но су сви они би ли укра-
ше ни  ми ни ја ту ра ма  у  грч ким  ма на сти ри ма  Ри ма,  али  су 
ар гу мен ти  ко ји  го во ре  у  при лог  та квом  за кључ ку  за  сва ки 
ру ко пис  раз ли чи ти.  За  Хо ми ли је  Гри го ри ја  На зи јан ског из 
ми лан ске  Ам бро зи ја не  то  је  сна жна слич  ност  ми ни ја ту ра 
с рим  ским мо  за и ци ма  из  вре ме на  папa  Ла ва  III  (795–816), 
Па ска ла  I  (817–824)  и  Гри го ри ја  IV  (827–844).  Илу стра ци-
је рукописа Sac ra  Pa ral le la,  на ро чи то  ка рак тер  ли ко ва на 
ми ни ја ту ра ма,  по ка зу ју  ве ћу  стил ску  бли скост  с  не ко ли ко 
си нај ских ико на ко је су yра ди ли, ка ко се сма тра, па ле стин-
ски  мај сто ри  не го  с  по ме ну тим  мо за и ци ма  пр ве  по ло ви не 
IX ве  ка. Ипак, не  ки  ико но граф ски  де та љи,  а  и  упо тре ба 
мо  ти ва  ко ји  су  би ли  ве о ма  ра ши ре ни  у  рим ском сли  кар-
ству, све  до  че o то  ме да је Рим био ме  сто на  стан  ка ру  ко-
пи са  из  па ри ске  На ци о нал не  би ли о те ке.  За  ми ни ја ту ре 
ва ти кан ске  Књи  ге о Јо  ву  ни је  про на ђе но  то ли ко  стил ских 
ана ло ги ја  као  за  пред ста ве  у  дру га  два  ру ко пи  са. И по  ред 
то га,  спој  цр та  ко је  во де  по ре кло  из  бли ско и сточ не, ви  зан-
тиј ске,  рим ске  и  ка ро лин шке  умет но сти  од во ди  нас  та мо 
где су се у пр  вој по  ло  ви  ни ΙΧ ве  ка сви ти ути  ца  ји мо  гли 
„су  сре  сти“. Та  кво ме  сто, пре све  га, био је Рим.
 У дру гом де лу члан ка украт ко су из ло же не ка рак те-
ри сти ке  стил ског  прав ца  у  умет но сти  ви зан тиј ског  све та 
IX  ве ка  пред ста вље ног  илу стра ци ја ма  три  раз ма тра на 
ру ко пи  са. За стил њи  хо  вих ми  ни  ја  ту  ра, ко  ји је пре све  га 
окре нут  ду хов ној  стра ни при  ка  за них  ли ко ва,  мо гу ће  је 
на ћи  ана ло ги је  у  по ме ну тој  епо хи  и  на  ис то  ку и на за  па-
ду хри  шћан  ског све  та. У окви  ру тог ап  стракт  но-екс  пре-
сив ног  прав ца,  ко ји  је  имао  во де ћу  уло гу  у  ре ли ги о зној 
умет но сти  пр ве  по ло ви не  IX  ве ка,  по сто ја ло  је  мно штво 
мо гућ но сти за ре а ли за ци ју. Оне су за ви си ле ка ко од на ци-
о нал не  при пад но сти,  ин ди ви ду ал ног  ма ни ра  и  умет нич-
ког  ни воа  мај сто ра  та ко и од ду  хов ног  про гра ма  ко ји  је 
ле жао  у  осно ви  од ре ђе ног  де ла.
Је дан  стил ски пра  вац  у  умет но сти  ви зан тиј ског  све та  IX  ве ка
на при  ме  ру ми  ни ја ту ра  Књи  ге о Јо  ву (Va ti can.  gr.  749),
Хо ми ли ја  Гри го ри ја  На зи јан ског  (Bi bli o te ca Am bro si a na,
cod. E49–50inf) и рукописа Sac ra  Pa ral le la (Pa  ris. gr. 923)
Ири на  Орец ка